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Brunswick-Topsham Land Trust
Annual Report 2015-2016
Dorothy had it right. There is no place
like home. A special longing draws us
back to the community we love, along
with a desire to preserve it forever for
those who follow. A unique sense of ease
often settles over us as we return home
from time away. We are fortunate to live
in communities where a unique quality
of place underlies this special feeling of
‘home.’ We want our children and
grandchildren to experience ‘home’ in
the same way. Beautiful landscapes and
coastal vistas, active farmland, trails
revealing  nature’s wonders, clean air and
water, people connected to one another
and the land – all these contribute to our
of our sense of home here in our beautiful
corner of the world.  
As we settle into a new office this fall,
the ideas of community and ‘home’ are at
the fore of our thoughts, and we realize
how much conservation is grounded in
our appreciate of home. Local leaders
recognize that it is possible to balance
economic development and sustainable
communities. We don’t have to choose
between either new businesses and
housing or protected farmland and
wildlands. This understanding underpins
the cooperation and partnerships that
the Land Trust enjoys with our local
governments and other community
A Note from Our Leadership
There is No Place Like Home
organizations. It also guides our efforts
to nurture economic development in
ways that respect and complement our
natural resources. Promoting local
agriculture and strengthening our local
food system protects traditional
landscapes, livelihoods, and natural
resources. Protecting our quality of place
and connecting people with land through
trails and educational events also supports
the business community in attracting
visitors, investors, and job seekers to
our region. Through these types of
collaboration, we can maintain the
special character of our home for
generations to come.  
The incredible support we receive
from our over 1,000 member-families
and local businesses is a sign that our
community values the Land Trust’s
contribution to its sense of home. This
strong support inspires us to keep moving
forward, redoubling our effort to secure
the unique quality of place we cherish and
responding creatively to opportunities
and challenges over the long haul.
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What makes our communities feel like home? We believe it is, in part, the special
places where we have strong personal connections. These might include a
cherished place to watch the sunset, timeless hours exploring the coast and
rivers, a sense of peace found along a quiet trail, searching the woods for the first
lady-slipper of the season, picking strawberries at a local farm, the smell of
freshly cut hayfields, gatherings at a favorite community park, watching life
return to plots at the community garden in spring, seeing your first owl along a
hiking trail, and learning to fish on a local stream with your grandfather.
Many of these experiences take place on conserved properties made
accessible to all. This is why, over the past 31 years, a core part of the work of
Brunswick-Topsham Land Trust has been to protect the special places that make
our communities feel like HOME. Now we are redoubling our efforts to preserve
the unique quality of place we cherish and to respond creatively to opportunities
and challenges over the long haul.
Home
noun
• A place where something flourishes, is most 
typically found, or from which it originates.
©2016 PAUL MIRTO
Home
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Record Year in Land Conservation
Homes for wildlife, watersheds, farmland, and working waterfront
Thanks to the generosity of our donors,
the Land Trust had a record year for land
conservation. We conserved 12 properties
totaling 200 acres in some of our highest
priority conservation focus areas
including the Cathance River, New
Meadows River watershed, Pennellville/
Middle Bay, and farmland in Topsham
and Brunswick. Here are some of the
highlights:
Woodward Cove, Brunswick
The Land Trust acquired twenty acres of
undeveloped land, including 1,500 feet of
tidal frontage at the head of Woodward
Cove, from the Unitarian Universalist
Church (UUC) of Brunswick. The parcel
was a priority because it provides public
access to some of Brunswick’s most
productive, yet least accessible shellfish
and baitworm mudflats—and gorgeous
views of the waters of Woodward Cove.
Long-term plans for this property include
improving the existing parking area,
securing permanent access for shellfish
and baitworm harvesters, and building a
recreational woodland path on the parcel
for walking and birding.
The project was a collaboration with
support from the Town of Brunswick and
Maine Coast Heritage Trust. We are
incredibly grateful to UUC for their
commitment to earth stewardship that
made conservation of this property
possible.
Cathance River
In 2000, 163-acre Bradley Pond Farm
was the only conserved land along the
Cathance River in Topsham. Today, 20
properties totaling 1,001 acres have been
conserved. Seven of these properties were
conserved in last year alone. This success
exemplifies the power of collaboration
and community to protect places of value
close to home. The seven properties
conserved this fiscal year are:
Head of Tide Farm, Topsham
This 15-acre property protects the view
from Head of Tide Park, conserving
1,100 feet of river frontage adjacent to
the Park. With this property, all land
surrounding the Cathance River’s head
of tide is conserved.
Cathance River Wetlands Preserve, Topsham
Identified as properties of highest
conservation value in the Topsham
Conservation Commission’s inventory of
town-owned lands, these five riverfront
properties were transferred from the
Town of Topsham to the Land Trust.
These predominantly wetland parcels will
be permanently conserved and managed
for their ecological, habitat, and outdoor
recreational values.
Fairwinds Farm, Topsham
Pete and Cathy Karonis, owners of
Fairwinds Farm, are well-known in the
local agricultural community. A
conservation easement on 19 acres of
their family farm protects 700 feet of
shoreline along the Cathance River, as
well as active farmland and wetland
resources.  
Woodward Cove
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Dana Cary, proudly displaying the harvest
from his conserved land in Topsham.
“We are very pleased to know this 
land will remain as it is forever, and
grateful for the opportunity to partner 
with the Land Trust to protect both the 
Cathance River and productive farmland.” 
– Pete and Cathy Karonis
Pete and Cathy Karonis. 
Courtesy of Town of Bowdoinham.
Cathance River Wetlands Preserve
The view across the Cathance River from Fairwinds FarmThe view from Head of Tide Farm
Muscrat, David White Photo
Tom Settlemire Community Garden (TSCG)
In its fifth season, TSCG hosted over 80 plotholder families,
including three who were offered scholarship plots. The
Garden continues to grow fresh, organic produce for Mid Coast
Hunger Prevention Program through the efforts of a dynamic
volunteer team, where a typical harvest day includes volunteers
ranging from age 2 to 82. 
Saturday Farmers’ Market at 
Crystal Spring Farm
Maine Women Magazine recognized our
Farmers’ Market as, “chock-full of vendors
and fresh produce and sociable neighbors…
To experience the market is to really see a
community come alive.” We agree! Our 40
vendors, talented musicians, dedicated
volunteers at the Land Trust booth, loyal
customers, and remarkable farm setting make Saturday mornings at
Crystal Spring Farm a weekly celebration of local food and crafts 
that we are proud to curate and manage.
Merrymeeting Food Council (MFC)
Especially exciting this year was the wonderful
success of the Merrymeeting Gleaners, whose
pilot effort rescued over 6,000 pounds of food
from local farm fields for distribution by area
food banks. The Food Council brought shares
of sustainably caught wild Alaskan salmon to 
the midcoast and provided an opportunity for
community members to meet local fishermen. 
A Local Look at Our Changing Climate
This year, in collaboration with Cathance 
River Education Alliance and numerous 
other community partners, we presented a 
year-long series of events to share stories of
understanding and hope in a changing climate.
Experts and community members shared
insights on topics ranging from local fisheries to
bird migrations and invasive forest insects at
lectures, field trips, and hands-on events.
The Programs that Make Our
Community...Home
2016 Market Poster
Artwork by Brunswick
high school student,
Galen Gaze.
Merrymeeting Gleaners with a carload of rescued produce
Home
Gardening family volunteering
A tour of Brunswick’s Municipal Aquaculture Beds
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The solar array at Crystal Spring Farm
Volunteer Spotlight
Corie Scribner is a Topsham elementary teacher
and has been a volunteer educator for our Young
Explorers program since its inception. We are
grateful for the creative activities, songs, and
outdoor learning she has brought to countless
Young Explorers.
“Working with Brunswick-Topsham Land Trust has
been a great source of joy for me. I love helping
families enjoy the natural world. The Land Trust’s
properties provide locations for outings that are so
pleasant, diverse, and easily accessible to the
homes of so many of us!” 
Volunteers like Corie are key to making programs
like Young Explorers possible. Thank you, Corie, for
all that you do to support our mission!
Corie examines a fern frond with a
Young Explorer.
Brunswick Outdoors Map
Brunswick Outdoors was created in
partnership with the Brunswick Parks
and Recreation Department. The free
map identifies over 50 recreation
locations and provides brief descriptions
that guide  visitors to hiking, birding,
boating, swimming, skating, and other
outdoor opportunities in Brunswick.
We hope the map will encourage
visitors and local residents to get
outside and enjoy the incredible 
natural resources available to us in 
the Brunswick area.
Solar Array at Crystal Spring Farm
Late this summer, 286 ground-mounted
solar photovoltaic panels were installed
at Crystal Spring Farm to generate
electricity both for the farm and other
project participants living in Brunswick.
The Land Trust owns and leases the
farm property and consented to Crystal
Spring Farm hosting this project to
benefit the farm’s operations. The
cooperative arrangement was developed
by the Crystal Spring Farm Community
Solar Association, a new non-profit
corporation formed to manage the
project.
8
Stewardship Program Adds Value
to Our Conservation ’Homes’
Buying a new home is thrilling! Then
comes the reality of maintenance and 
(if you’re so inclined) increasing its value.
Such is the task our stewardship team
faces every year – maintaining the
conservation value of the properties we’ve
acquired and – when we have the
opportunity – enhancing those values.
This year, we added value by building
new trails at Chase Reserve in Brunswick,
and along the Androscoggin River in
Topsham. These new trails were the
product of tireless work by volunteers,
landowners, community partners, and two
amazing staff members. Irene Syphers,
our Summer Steward, and Margaret
Gerber, our new Stewardship Associate,
love to heft stone, dig in the dirt, build
trails, and sling chainsaws. Syphers led the
charge in the field, spending countless
hours hewing a mile-long trail out of the
woods at Chase Reserve, an easement
property on Bunganuc Road featuring
some stunning old hemlock. Aided by
loyal volunteers, she scouted, cleared and
leveled the trail, built four bog bridges,
removed difficult blowdowns, and created
100 feet of crushed stone pathway to
connect this spectacular trail with adjacent
Freeport Conservation Trust trails.
Syphers also led construction of the Town
Landing Trail along the Androscoggin
River in Topsham, a project contracted to
us by the Town of Topsham. 
We continued maintenance of existing
trails, including many hours re-routing
trails and replacing bog bridges at
Cathance River Nature Preserve. These
and other trails are highly valued for local
recreation and spiritual renewal. With the
help of trail monitors and community
members, we responded to wide-ranging
issues associated with trail use, weather,
changes in the environment, and land use.
Trails need constant attention, but when
we do our job well – removing blowdowns,
cutting grasses, clipping branches, etc. –
our work is invisible to most users. At the
same time, our stewardship team worked
in the background managing our many
easements to ensure their conservation
values are maintained.
Many thanks to our trail monitors,
easement and fee property monitors, and
small but mighty cadre of trail workers!
We always welcome more help on the
trails and hope everyone will consider
making an additional gift this year to grow
our Stewardship Endowment!
Home
Gerber atop planks for bog bridging
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Stewardship
Noun  • The careful and responsible management of something entrusted to one’s care.
Raffle for Stewardship
This summer Land Trust members
Martin Wilk and Kerford Marchant
generously donated a beautiful 18’
Night Heron wooden kayak they had
built for a summer raffle. The raffle
raised money for and awareness of the
Land Trust’s Stewardship Endowment.
The endowment supports management
of our cherished conserved lands,
ensuring they retain their values long
into the future.
With the support of Land Trust members, volunteers, and the community at
large, a total of $8,019 was raised for stewardship. Our heartfelt thanks to the volun-
teers and ticket purchasers who made this raffle a success!
Stewardship Endowment
Funds raised during our recent comprehensive campaign allowed the Land Trust
to create our first ever endowment fund to support ongoing care of our conserved
properties. The campaign also increased the pace of land conservation. Since
2008, our portfolio of properties has grown from 25 to 52. Through the generous
support of campaign donors, we grew dedicated stewardship funds to $370,000 by
the end of FY2016. This is a great start! But we need much more to fully fund our
commitment to robust stewardship of our conserved lands in perpetuity. Our goal
is to grow this dedicated stewardship fund to $2 million in the coming years.
Please contact Angela if you wish to contribute to our stewardship endowment.
Volunteer Dale Dorr with Gerber and Syphers at a
debris cleanup along Topsham’s Town Landing Trail.
Gerber with volunteers from Stantec at the
Cathance River Nature Preserve
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After successfully completing a 5-year
comprehensive campaign last year, the
Land Trust is now focusing our
fundraising on (1) developing sustainable
sources of unrestricted annual gift
income to support the operating budget,
(2) broadening the community’s
awareness of and support for the Land
Trust, and (3) raising dedicated funds
for endowment, stewardship, programs
and land acquisition.
We have established three new giving
societies to help us meet these goals:
• Community Partners (individuals
giving $1,000 or more annually);
• Business Partners (businesses giving
$1,000 or more annually);
• Brunswick-Topsham Land Trust
Legacy Society (donors who include
BTLT in their estate plans).
“At Wild Oats, we believe in supporting non-profits that have an immediate and
significant role in our community. With the Brunswick-Topsham Land Trust, we
know that one hundred percent of our dollars are making a local and direct impact
on our community and the environment. Through their work in environmental
conservation and land stewardship, the Saturday Farmers’ Market, and the
creation and maintenance of public access trails, the Land Trust has added
immeasurable value to our local communities.”
Becky Shepherd, owner of Wild Oats Bakery & Café, a long-time Business Partner.
Community Support
The Land Trust made significant
progress toward these goals in FY2016.
Highlights include:
• Growing our membership to just over
1,050;
• Increasing our Community Partners to
56 and Business Partners to 23;
• Raising our stewardship endowment
funds to over $370,000.
Our FY2017 fundraising goals include:
• Growing general membership to
1,100 members;
• Increasing Community Partners to
70 and Business Partners to 35;
• Encouraging long-term supporters to
support our work in perpetuity through
a Legacy Gift;
• Seeking major gifts and grant awards
for imminent land conservation projects
and community programs;
• Building our stewardship and
endowment funds to $400,000 by end
of FY2017 with a goal of reaching
$2 million in coming years.Home
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Business Supporters
One of our most significant development successes this year was the growth in the
number of business supporters backing our work. We feel fortunate to have the
support of our vibrant local business community. Together we are supporting the
economic vitality of our region while making the Brunswick-Topsham area a
special place to live, work, and visit.
Business Partners contribute $1,000 or more of unrestricted support 
to the Land Trust annually. Please help us thank our Business Partners:
To find out more about becoming a Business Partner please visit 
www.btlt.org/business-partners or call the Land Trust at (207)729-7694
Thank you as well to our 38 Business Members (up to $999 of annual support):
Johnny’s Selected Seeds
Maine Pines Racquet & Fitness
Maine Waterside Homes
Mangum and Associates, LLC
Milkweed Farm
Mirto Art Studio
Morning Glory Natural Foods
Northern Sun Family Health Care
Office of Cornelia Viek, CPA
Pretty Flowers
ReVision Energy
Royal River Dental DBA
Sitelines, PA
Six River Farm, LLC
Solo Bistro
Spear Farms, Inc.
Standard Baking Company
Stantec 
The Picture Framer
The Veterinary Clinic
TMA Development Corporation
Vail’s Tree Service, Inc.
We Compost It
Welltree, Inc.
Whatley Farm
Wright-Pierce
Albert Putnam Associates
Applewald Farm
Bowdoin Baking Company
Cribstone Investment Services
Crystal Spring Community Farm
Down East Cleaning
El Camino Restaurant
Fairwinds Farm
Five Pine, LLC
G.M. Wild Construction
Good Group Decisions
Hannaford Supermarket
Henry and Marty Restaurant
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Thank You to Our Donors!
Brunswick-Topsham Land Trust gratefully
acknowledges the following individuals, foundations,
and organizations for their contributions during
fiscal year 2015-2016.
Home
Edwin Allen, Jr. & Barbara Bean
Anonymous (4)
Ellen Asherman
Bradley & Katharine Babson
Tim & Anne Banks
Mark Battle & Kathy Thorson
Robert & Mary Biette
Jim  Brokaw & Mollie Sandock
Amanda & Kevin Bunker
Michael Cain & Debra VamVikites
Kevin & Annemarie Curnin
Nelia & Charles Dunbar
Marilyn Dwyer
Bill & Catherine Ward Ferdinand
Rollin & Averil Fessenden
Jerrold & Robin Galleher
Chris & Alyssa Goodwin
Fred & Jill Haer
Reginald L. & Tinker Hannaford
Robert & Marge Healing
Heather & Bill Higbee
Kristin Hite
Dewitt & Jane John
Gail Johnson & Steve Saeger
Helen B. Johnson
William T. & Elizabeth Knowles
N. Macauley & Carol Lord
Community Partners
Community Partners contribute $1,000 or more to the Land Trust annually. These
annual gifts are key to the Land Trust’s ability to continue to innovate and creatively
meet the needs of our community. The Land Trust is grateful for the broad base of
support we enjoy, but we are especially thankful for those who are willing and able to
give at this higher level.
Linda & Kerford Marchant
William & Jennifer Mason
Dana & Jeanne D’Arc Mayo
Kevin & Sheila McManus
Daniel A. Morgenstern & Moriah Moser
Jeff & Ann Nelson
Betsy Niven
P. Andrews & Brooke Nixon
Walter & Helen Norton
Ralph Perry & Mary Louise Seldenfleur
Liz & Jan Pierson
Susan E. Russell
Priscilla Sargent
Tom Settlemire & Sharon McHold
Lauren Smith
Charles & Bonnie Spies
Sarah Stevens
Emily & Ben Swan
David & June Vail
Lloyd Van Lunen & Margaret Wilson
Wendy Walsh
Steven & Susan Weems
Nat & Genie Wheelwright
Rupert & Ruth White
Wayne Whitney & Shelby Patton
Marty & Jan Wilk
To find out more about becoming a Community Partner please visit
www.btlt.org/community-partners or call the Land Trust at (207)729-7694
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Farewell to a Beloved Friend
In the spring of 2016, Walter M. Norton
passed away and conservation lost a great
colleague and friend. Along with his wife
Helen, Walter championed the environment
at the local, state and national level including
supporting every major effort of the
Brunswick-Topsham Land Trust. Over the
years, the Nortons supported our very early
work to conserve and reinstate Crystal Spring
Farm to a working farm, sustained our efforts
to protect important wildlife island habitats
along the shores of Brunswick, and provided a
key lead gift to our recent campaign which
focused on raising support for conservation,
stewardship, and growth of our education and outreach efforts.
Their efforts provide lessons for us all on how to balance the needs of our
natural world with the challenge to grow and create healthy communities.
Walter will be sorely missed for his generosity, wonderful stories of his youth
and the history along our coast, and deep appreciation for how quality of life
and our natural world intersect.
Helen and Walter Norton
14
COMMUNITY MEMBERS
Claudia LaBella Adams
Harold W. & Lyn Adams
Janet Adams
Sydney Alberg
Andrew & Mary Allen
Robert & Patricia Allen
Donald & Sara Almy
Peter & Becky Alter
James R. & Barbara Alvord
David & Michelle Amann
Rudolf & Elizabeth Amann
J. Bruce & Nan Amstutz
Bob Anderson & Nancy Hasenfus
Carol Anderson
Gregory Anderson & Patsy Dickinson
Dan Ankeles & Catherine Fredricks
David Ankeles
Anonymous
Priscilla Anson
Andree Appel & Dana Jay Baer
P. Blake & Joanne Appleton
Juris & Astrida Apse
Rachelle & Colin Apse
Jane Arbuckle
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Doris Armstrong
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Suzanne Austin
Ronald & Mary Baard
Darby Babson & Michael Dumont
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Peter Bachrach
John Bacon
Peter & Laura Baecher
Walter & Inez Baker
Michael & Jacqueline Ballback
Peter Bals
Richard & Kathy Baribeau
Henrietta Barnes & David H. Bor
Amy Barriault
Mary R. Barron
Chip Bartlett
Maxwell & Charlotte Barus
Peter & Katie Basquin
David & Geri Bassett
Jack & Dana Bateman
Michael Battaini
Adrienne Baum & Keith Spiro
John C. & Judith Bauman
Robert J. Baumer
Thomas Baumgarte & Karen Topp
Kathryn Baxter
Rachel Beane & Eric Chown
Jennifer Beaven & John Bartlett
Edgar & Carolyn Beem
Josephine H. Belknap
David Bellows & Barbara Held
Helen L. Cafferty & Otto Emersleben
Arline G. Caldwell
Joan Campbell & Mark Sprinkle
Philip L. Cantelon & Eileen S. McGuckian
Claire Caputi
Kathleen & Stephen Carey
Phil Carey & Alida Snow
Thomas Carney
Robert P. & Anna L. Christie-Carnicella
Susan Carpenter
Thomas & Heather Carr
Matt & Sarah Carr
Suzanne Carr & Jan Loeb
Everett & Dana Carson
Ann M. Carter
Patti Carter
Cathy Carton
Dana Cary
Edward & Lynne Caswell
Erin Caswell & Tate Gale
Mr. & Mrs. Forrest Caswell
Brian & Nikkilee Cataldo
Edgar Catlin III
Pat Cavanaugh & Robert Grant
Susan Chadima & Mike Steitzer
Terry & Barbara Chalou
Ed & Bianca Chambers
Winnie & James Chan
Ann VanVolkenburgh Chang
John Chapman
Kathleen Chase
Lee & Elizabeth Cheever
J. Peter & Sarah W. Chingos
Ronald L. & Kristine Christensen
Caroline O. Christenson
Paul & Jennifer Ciejka
Lawrence L. & Jean Clampitt
Barbara B. Clark
Katie Clark & Rob Wiener
Ronald Clayton
Campbell & Jennie Clegg
Jane Cleveland
William P. Cockburn
June Coffin
Jeffery Cohen & Nancy Heiser
John & Cynthia Coldren
Kathy Coleman & Bob Howe
Rod & Judy Collette
John & Joan Collier
Samantha Collins
David & Christine Colson
Barbara Combs
Colleen Congdon
Robert & Kathleen Leydon-Conway
Andrew Cook & Jacqueline Ellis
John & Geraldine Coombs
John Cooney & Lucile Heilshorn-Cooney
Christa Cornell
Rosemary & Lee Corro
Mark Costa & Margaret Lonsdale
John Cotton
Leonard & Ann Cotton
Patrick Coughlin & Jennifer Edwards
Douglas & Mimi Covell
Justin W. Cowger
Helen Coxe
Doug & Ellen Bennett
Sherrie Bergman & Donald Quaid
Richard Bernasconi
Dorothy Berner
Raymond M. Bernier
John & Jane Berry
Mary Betts
Betty Bibber
Jennifer Bichrest
David N. Biette
Donna Bissett & Rob Goodenow
Ed Blanchard
Howard B. & Nancy Bliss
Peter & Carol Blyberg
Janet M. Bodwell
Jef Boeke
The Bogart Family
Christian D. & Anna Boll
Claude B. & Ann Bonang
Robert & Susan Boothby
Les & Michelle Borodinsky
Adrian & Lisa Bossi
David Boulter
Lionel & Judith Bourque
Bowditch Charitable Remainder Trust
Matthew Bowe
Marion H. Bowman
Phil & Nancy Brackett
Mahlon Bradbury
Ed & Jo Bradley
Steven D. & Joanna Bradley
Claude P. & Leslie Randolph-Brancart
Rod & Lynn Brant
Dick & Anne Brautigam
Sarah Brayman & Mark Petroff
Anna & Les Breinich
James & Kathy Bridge
Gerry & Anne Brookes
Jon Riggleman & Robin  Brooks
Casey Brown
Catherine Brown
Eleanor Brown
Lewis & Mary Brown
Marc Brown & Deirdre Heersink
Marion Brown
Mitchell Brown
Patricia Brown
Paul & Elaine Brown
Jane Brox
Jean Brusila
Donald Sarles & Carolyn Bryant
Evelyn Bryant
Edward & Beatrice Buchanan
Anne & Roger C. Buchholz
Bob & Jan Buck
James & Janice Buckner
Ruth R. Budd & John Ehrenfeld
William & Jean Buermeyer
Carolyn Bulliner
Elizabeth L. Bullock
James & Marybeth Burbank
Robert & Therese Burgess
Paul Burns & Kristin Jhamb
Richard & Martha Burns
George & Barbara Burr
Jim & Leslie Byrne
Donors
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Madison & Deborah Cravey
Cynthia Crawford
Philip & Jane Crichton
Timothy & Cheryl Crockett
John Cullen & Natasha Kempers-Cullen
Eileen & John Currie
Louis & Ann Cutter
Janice Cyr & Allen  Halvorsen
Michael Daly
Sue Ellen & David Damour
William J. Dana & Emily L. Boochever
Jane Danielson
Barbara A. Danly
Richard & Brenda Darcey
Christine Dascher
Harry Clayton Davies
Steve Davis & Suzanne Astolfi
Joseph de Rivera
Evelyn Dean
Cynthia Dechenes & Donald Woolever
Marcus & Sarah Deck
Deborah S. Degraff
Jim & Debbie Demosthenes
Rosalie Deschenes
Christine M. Detroy
Richard & Barbara Diamond
John Dice
Peter Didisheim & Leslie Hunt
Dianna Dietrich
Forrest & Deborah Dillon
Emily Dionne
Linda J. Docherty
Donald & Carol Doele
Daniel P. & Diane Doiron
Michael & Mary Donnelly
Eliza Donoghue
Nancy Donsbach
Dale & Nancy Dorr
Laura & John Dorrek
John J. & Laura Dorrer
Elisabeth Doucett
Mary Ann & Ken Douglas
Nancy Dout
Jacqueline Drapeau
James Driscoll
Matt & Jennifer Dubel
David Dumont
Melanie Dumont
Walt Dunlap
Claire Durst
Margaret Duston
Christopher A. & Jennifer Dwinal
Edward & Debby Dwyer
Stuart A & Julie Dwyer
Richard W. Earl
Betsy Eaton
James W. Ecker & Jane W. Nichols-
Ecker
David F. & Shirley H. Edwards
Jon Edwards & Nancy Fox
Robert D. & Betsy Elder
John M. & Arabella Eldredge
William Howard Ellis
Frederick J. & Sue Elsaesser
Robert Elwell & Christine Farrell
Timothy & Kathy Emerson
Guy Emery
Warren & Laura Empey
Byron & Darlene Escoe
Jay & Lynne Espy
Richard Evans
Abram Faber & Christy Timon
James & Amy Fagan
John B. & Deborah Farnham
Paul & Julie Farnsworth
Chris Farrell
John Farrell
Kenneth & Carolyn Faulkner
Colin M. Fay & Stephanie Holmes
Caroline & Joseph Feely
Mitchell Feeney
Steve & Patricia Feldman
Leann Feldt
Johnson C. Fenwick
Joanna Fernald
Linda & Michael Fetters
Margaret Fischer
Raymond E. & Peggy Fisher
John M. & Susan  Fitzgerald
Kathleen & Peter Fitzgerald
William G. Fitzsimmons & Elizabeth A.
Armstrong
Ann Flannery
Daniel Meyer & Wendy Flaschner
Kimberly Flood
Deirdre Flynn
Gary W. & Janet Fogg
Cathy Fogler & Bruce Ketchum
Sara Fogler
Christine Force
Benson & Patsy Ford
Carolyn N. Foster
Tim & Stephanie Foster
Elizabeth Fowler & Jim Parmentier
Ronald A. Lessard & Mary E. Fox
Lynn Frank
Marta & Robert S. Frank
Carol & Craig Freshley
Ed Friedman
Robert C. & Laurel Friedmann
Cynthia Friend
Dan & Kathy Frost
Alfred & Phyllis Fuchs
Colleen Fuller
Janet Fullerton
Linda Gagne
Abraham Galle & Abigail Sadauckas
Damon & Janet Gannon
William & Heidi Gannon
Rick J. & Kris Ganong
David & Nancy Gardner
Robert Gardner & Nancy Riley
Peter & Kitty Garlid
Lisa Garside & Evelyn Sebastian
Margaret Gerber
Ray & Pamela Gerbi
John & Lile Gibbons
Michael & Caryl Giggey
Nancy Gilbert
“One of my first bike rides after I arrived in Brunswick
was on Pleasant Hill Road and I have loved the area
ever since. How fortunate we are that the Land Trust
created the Saturday Farmers’ Market at the farm.
The quality of the food is unsurpassed, as is the relaxed
atmosphere of friendliness and warmth among
customers and vendors. It is festive and fun to be there.
Volunteering at the Land Trust booth at Market, I
have the chance to talk with people about the Market,
conservation, and community, which add so much to our
quality of life here. It is a pleasure to support these
things that make midcoast Maine a wonderful place to
live, a place I am happy to call home.” 
Averil Fessenden, Land Trust member and volunteer
16 Roscoe Giles
George & Martha Gilmore
John Gleason & Katrina Vandusen
David & Kathleen Glenn-Lewin
Tim Glidden & Katherine Lyon
George H. & Liz Glover
Floyd B. & Anne Goffin
Andrew Goode & Sue Jones
Glen Goodnough & Pamela Griffin
Alice M. Goodwin
Frank R. & Nancy Goodwin
Frank & Ann Goodyear
Lisa Gorman
Joan Granger
Nate Granholm
Benjamin I. Grant & Caroline S. Eliot
Stephen & Len Gray
Terry Dean & Francesca Gray
Dr. Chris Green
Don & Beula Green
Ruth Green
Sally Greene
Aaron & Liza Greenwald
Kathleen T Greer-Burns & Scott Burns
Todd & Olivia Griset
David Griswold
Charles & Elizabeth Grobe
Lee & Lulu Grodzins
Pamela Gross
Spike & Amy Haible
George & Joan Hall
Linda-Jean Hall
Lynda & Dan Hall
Thomas Hallenbeck
Harold & Virginia Hallock
Moreen Halmo
Morris C. Hancock & Linda Peyton
Leon & Cynthia Harkleroad
Alison Harris & Bernie Breitbart
Louise Harris & Robert Gibson
Kevin Hart
Betty Hartley
Megan Hartman
Thomas & Mary Ann Harty
James & Ruth Ring Harvie
David Haskell
Dorothy Hassfeld
Marianne Haughwout
Mimi & Jan Havinga
Susan Hayward
Kathleen Heath
Joan C. Henich
Vlad Douhovnikoff & Laura Ann Henry
Anne S. Henshaw & Bruno Marino
John Henshaw & Pamela Ballinger
Nat & Michelle Henshaw
Tom D. & Julia A. C. Henze
Elizabeth Hertz
Brian & Elizabeth Hess
Henry R. & Alicia P. Heyburn
Frank & Irene Heymann
Kirsti Hiebert & Nathan Morse
James & Helen Hildebrandt
Peter & George Hill
Rebecca & Andrew Hill
Maria Hinteregger
John & Kristen Hintze
Lester Hodgdon
Philip H. Hoff
Christopher Hoffman & Courtney Reichert
Seth Holbrook
Ward & Lynne Holland
David & Marcy Holmblad
Harry & Virginia Hopcroft
Hadley & Fred Horch
Paul & Jean Horn
Martha Horn
Kenneth Horsburgh
Whitney Houghton & Ed Stern
Eryn Howe
Clare C. Howell
Roger & Anne Howell
Theresa C. Howell
Cynthia Howland
Nathan & Melissa Hoy
Charles & Amanda Hughes
Thomas H. Hughes
Cecily Hume
Charles & Louise Huntington
Edith D. Hustvedt
John & Margaret Hutchins
Marguerite Hyatt
Jay & Francoise Inchardi
Charles & Judy Ipcar
James Irish
Lewis & Janice Irish
George S. Isaacson & Margaret D.
McGaughey
Julie K. Isbill
Tony Jackson & Elisabeth Werby
Michael Jacubouis
Judith C. Johanson
Neil & Betty Johanson
Stemple & Catherine Johnson
Clare Johnson & Constantine Valaortis
Eileen & Gordon Johnson
Elizabeth Johnson
“For the past 15 years, I have been caretaker
of the Land Trust’s tree swallow and bluebird
houses. Over these years, Barbara and I have
happily watched the increase in the number of
Land Trust members working in different
ways and places to benefit people, food, plants,
and animals. 
We are especially thankful to those who
gave their time and energy to build a rich
foundation for the Land Trust’s many
programs which enhance life in Maine for all
of us. Both Barbara and I most enjoy time
where we can draw, paint, write and observe
the variety of life—from bears to bats, beetles
to butterflies, and bogs to barrens. The Land Trust is integral to the joy we find living in
Maine. We also delight in knowing that BTLT will continue to ensure that our community’s
conserved lands will be enjoyed by future generations.”
Ted Allen, long-time BTLT member, volunteer, and former Board member
Ted Allen and wife Barbara Bean. 
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Mary & Eric Johnson
Wells Johnson
Charles & Jane Johnston
Michael & Dorothy Jones
Spencer & Susan Jones
Vic & Barbara Kahwaty
Larry & Carol Kalajainen
Paul & Marion Kalkstein
Candace Kanes & Barbara Murphy
Richard Kania
Barbara Kantner
Lewis & Adria Kaplan
Susan Kaplan
Peter & Cathy Karonis
Robert Kassel & Bronwyn Sale
Joshua Katz & Joanne Rosenthal
Sandra Kauffman & Michael Doucette
James Kay
Molly O. Kellogg
Chris & Linda Kelly
Greg & Lynda Kelly
Joe & Paula Kennedy
Keith & Melissa Kennedy
Mary & Gerald P. Kennnedy
Richard & Caroline Keough
Becky Keough-Wormwood
James C. & Emmy Kerney
Glenn Kessler & Nancy Murray
Wm. Clark Ketcham & Catherine L. Finn
David & Diane P. Kew
Ralph Keyes & Colleen McKenna
Richard F. Kezer
Holly Kidder
Bruce & Joan Kidman
Laura Kim Lee & Brad Burnham
Peggy & Joe King
Reta King & Richard. H. King
Robert & Denise Kinney
H. Winston & Christine M. Kipp
Donald Kitchen
Keith & Judith Klein
Don Kniseley
Robert Koenig
Fred & Kathy Koerber
Susan & Bruce Kohorn
Janet Kolkebeck & Glenn Gutsche
Jean Konzal
Jacqui Koopman
Andrew & Jennifer Kosak
Diana Krauss & Jere LaPointe
Kathleen & Victor Krea
Anne Krebsback
Susan Kring
Myron & Doris Krueger
Ronald & Elaine Kurtz
Kimberly Labbe Mills
William P. Labbe
John A. & Susan C. Lacasse
Alice A. Lachance & Dana J. Snyder
Esther Lacognata & Barclay Palmer
Ed & Eileen Laine
Pamela LaJeunesse
Rachel A. Lamarre
Neil & Cathy Lamb
Anthony & Cynthia Lamport
Victor Langelo & Jeanette MacNeille
Bruce & Maureen Langford
Henry & Sarah W. Laurence
Pam Studwell, in memory of
Abigail Leavitt
David E & Janice Leeman
William LeFurgy & Karen Diamond
Jennifer Legnini
Dennis & Nancy Lemieux
Robert & Anne Leonard
Jeannine Tetu & Kent Leslie
Michele Lettiere
Jerry LeVassar
Sarah Levy
Steven & Stephanie Levy
Hae-Won Min Liao
Phil & Linda Libby
Angela Twitchell & Scott Libby
John Lichter
Jon Lichter
Stephen & Carol Liscovitz
Candace Litchfield & Alex L Kosmala
William S. & Jane Littlefield
Chris & Susan Livesay
Kathleen Livesay
Patricia Livesay
Joan T. Llorente
Greg & Cynthia Lobikis
Steve & Sue Loebs
Andrea Loeffler & Alexander Anesko
Barry Logan
Burke O. & Judith H. Long
S. Catherine Longley
Ann Loughridge Kerr
Wendy Love
Ed & Barbara Lovely
Susan V. Lowery
John F. & Susan Loyd
Henry Lukas
Shirsten Lundblad
Jerry & Nancy Lynn
John & Judy MacDonald
G. Calvin & Sally MacKenzie
Jennifer Baldwin & Martin Mackey
Elaine MacLennan
Kathy MacLeod
Mike & Carol Macomber
Dan F. & Hope Mahoney
Stephen Majercik & Faith Barnes
Katherine Malone & Edward Nista
Patricia Maloney
Abigail Manny
Mark T. Margerum & Elizabeth C. Nelson
Theodore G. & Beth Markow
Karen Marlin & Judith Chamberlain
Frances Marquis & Robin Manson
Robert Marshall & Enid Sharp
Burnham H. & Lisa Martin
Kathryn & Philip Martin
Fred  & Fran Masciangelo
Andrew & Michelle Mason
Peter Mason & Carrie Coselman
Robert & Betty Masse
James & Pamela Matson
Bruce Matznick
J.F. Maurer
Paul Mayer
Donald & Sue Ann Maynes
Florence McBride
Hollis & Martha McBride
Diana McCain
Laura McCandlish & Daniel Stone
Joanne McCartan
Judy McCollum
Vincent C. & Joanne McDermott
Julie McDonald
Margie & Craig McEwen
John McGoldrick & Joan Sutcliffe
Toby McGrath
Peter & Marcy McGuire
Shannon McHarg
John McKee
Tom & Jane Mckinney
Joyce Mclaughlin
Andy & Julia McLeod
Sarah F. McMahon
Thomas & Ellen McMahon
Leah Mcmillan
William & Martha Meacham
Janet E. Mead
Anna Meader & Matt Morgan
Esther Mechler
Judith Mehrmann & Stephen Hall
Richard Mersereau & Bette Spettel
J. Lorenzo & Leane B. Masse, in
memory of
Robert & Christine Millar
Al Miller & Jean Shaw
Erwin & Margi Miller
Margaret Miller
Vivi Miller
Gregory & Linda Millert
Ethan & Amy Minton
Judy Miskell
Jake Mitchell
Daniel Mocarski
Richard W. Moll
Anthony & Diane Monaco
Jytte Monke
Judith Montgomery & Paul D’Aless&ro
Stanley & Michelle Moody
Blaine Moore
Kevin & Pat Moore
Tom & Linda Moore
Anne C. Morham
Douglas A. & Georgette Morrell
Richard & Eleanor Morrell
Robert & Nan Morrell
William D. & Jane Morrell
Cynthia Morris
Benjamin & Deb Morse
Douglas & Deborah Morton
Stephen & Clare Moss
Lauren Moye
Leslie Moyer
Elizabeth Muench
Charles L. & Sara Louise Mull
Barbara Murphy
Patricia Murtagh-Verville &
Michael Verville
Thomas & Dorothy Nadeau
Gilda Nardone
Paul & Luanna Nau
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Lorel Nazzaro & Jack Aley
Cathy Nebeker
Courtney Neff
Richard & Sandra Neiman
Robert L. & Rita Nelson
Sarah Nelson
James & Margaret Newell
Heather Newman & George Mackinnon
H. Gilman Nichols
Lorrel Nichols
William & Tobi Nichols
Catherine & Andrew Nickas
Bronda & Alfred Niese
Peter Nimkoff
Loraine Norton
Margaret R. Nulle
Brian F. O’Connor & Peter Varns
Elise Oconnor
Kathleen Ann O’Connor & Tom Kelly
Christina Oddleifson
Ralph & Rebecca Odom
Carol O’Donnell
Ken & Sharon Oehmig
Kimberly & Aron O’Grady
Chad & Susan Olcott
Clifton & Susan Olds
Marlene Oliver
Herve & Dot Ollier
Martin & Barbara M. Ollinger
David & Nancy Olson
Charles A. & Gerry Orem
Carlyn Orians & Richard Swann
David B. Osborne
Lindy Ost
Bill & Lee Ann Overbey
Scott Overbey
Elizabeth Owens & Douglass Faherty
Alan Packard & Patricia Mattina
David S. & Barbara Page
Lisa Paige
John & Lee Paige
Rick Paige
Todd & Julia Paige
Diane Paine
Gwyneth Palmer
S. Victor & Evangelia Papacosma
Ronald R. Paradis
Herbert & Harriet Paris
John & Karen Parker
Durward & Lori Parkinson
Albert S. & Karen Pasternak
William & Cynthia Patterson
Kathryn & Tim Paul
Carrie & John Pavan
Keisha Payson & John Blood
Phillip Payson
William & JoAnne Rush Peabody
David & Julie Pease
Frederic A. Pease
Rebecca Pease
George & Duane Peck
Joan & John Peck
Ruth B. Peck
James & Marie Pennell
Dr. Greg Penner
Paul & Leigh Peranteau
Brian & Celeste Perkins
Jeanne Perry
Michael Perry & Christine Wolfe
Pamela & Alden Perry
John G. & Sandra Peters
Kathleen Peters
Eleanor Peterson
Tina Phillips
Walter H. & Joan Phillips
Robert Pickel & Douglas Watkins
Jeffrey Pidot
Brett Pierce & Kerry Michaels
Russell & Anne Pierce
Ernie Pike
Jeffery Pinnette & Peggy Schick
Jake Plante & Marcia Harrington
William Pond
Alice P. Ponziani
Eileen Poulin & Richard McGuire
Joy & Stephen Prescott
Debora M. Price
Charles Priest & Patricia Ryan
Eleanor Prouty
Wayne P. & Jane M. Pulk
Kristen Puryear & Sean Donohue
Josie Quintrell & Duncan Wood
Lauren A. Radovich
Donald & Sharon Rahn
James & Virginia Raker
Lawrence & Jean Rakovan
Nan Rand
Benjamin & Maruta Ray
Jaime Reatiraza
Judith Redwine
Tony & Bonnie Redzinak
David & Susan Reed
Adam Reeves & Susan M Baydur
Rodney J. Regier & Shirley A. Mathews
Mary Reilly
John & Carla Rensenbrink
George S. & Clyda S. Rent
David & Edith Rentz
Joan Reynolds
Judith Ann Reynolds
Ashby T. & Nancy Richards
Paul Ricker
Carson & Helen Riddle
Todd & Karen Rider
Gordon & Barbara Riggs
Patricia Riley
Christina & Eugene Ring
David & Rosemary Roberts
Janet Roberts
Sara Roberts
Skip & Ann Robinson
Eleanor Rodgers
Ellen Rodgers
Sarah Rodgers & Trevor Peterson
John C. Rogers
Alice Rohman
Priscilla P. Rooth
Julianne Rose
Richard T. & Sarah Rosen
Michaelanne Rosenzweig
Michelle Rudgers
Jennifer Ruid & Ben Hemberger
Thomas A. Rumpf & Annee Tara
Donald & Barbara Russell
Melinda Small & Raymond Rutan
Steven & Kimberly Rutherford
Bill Ryan & Katy Kline
Linda Saila
Richard & Lucy Sallick
E.P. Saltonstall
Linda Saltonstall
Kristi Sandoy
Carole Sargent
Paul Saucier & Myrna Koonce
Hugh & Caroline Savage
Jane Scease
Scott & Susan Schafer
Paul Schaffner & Irene Chance
David W. & Deborah Schall
Egon Schartel
Jack & Malena Schlosser
Elena Schmidt
Edward C. & Elisabeth E Schmidt
James H. & Ellen W. Schneider
Andrew & Chris Schoenberg
John E. Schwab
Kenneth & Judy Segal
Scott Sehon
David & Dorothy Selleck
George & Sue Sergeant
Louise Sharp
Barbara & Peter Shaw
J. Gregory Shea & Susan Wygal
Derik & Desha Shean
Cynthia Shelmerdine & Kate Bracher
Vineet & Hillary Shende
Cathy Hanks Shields
Alina Shumsky & David Chatalbash
Miles A. & Leslie Simmons
Peter J. Simmons & Charlotte Agell
Larry Simon & Lynne Miller
Christine N. & P. Simonson
Andrea Sinclair & Skip Brimlow
Thomas & Roberta Skaling
James & Lois Skillings
John & Deborah Weare Slavin
David & Christine Sloan
Sebastian & Naomi Small
Andrew Smith & Bodie Colwell
Carl Smith
Dana L. & Bettina Smith
Gloria Smith
Gordon & Mary Beth Smith
Janvier K. & Maureen Smith
Joan E. Smith & Daniel G. Taylor
Owen Smith
Richard & Priscilla Smith
Robert L. Smith
Kermit C. & Deborah Smyth
Craig & Barbara Snapp
Jennifer Snow & Dave Wilby
Ervin Snyder & Wanda Webber Snyder
Jill Snyder
Robert Sobak & Karin Hoppenbrouwers
Alan & Carol Sockloff
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Karin Soderberg
Peter & Clara Sollecito
Judith B. Solomon
Monique & Arthur A. Sondheim
Daniel Sortwell
Don & Sue Spann
Robert & Janet Spear
Stephen & Rochelle Spear
Amy M. & Jon Spelke
Richard E. & Alice Cunningham Spindler
Robert M. Spivey & Marian L Dalton
Allen & Anne Springer
Christopher & Eunice St John
James A. St. Pierre
Maurice & Sonia St. Pierre
Jill Standish
Jeffrey Stann & Ellen Shillinglaw
Lenore Stanton
Eliza Stark
Ted & Judith Stauffer
Beth Stemmler
Herschel Sternlieb
Kathryn  Stevens & Sandra Chipman
Neil & Marilyn Stevens
Emily Stewart
Kurt & Jeanne Baker Stinson
Sylvia Stocker & Stephen Wellcome
Brooks & Susan Stoddard
Fred & Jean Stong
Lucille & Sandy Stott
Frank & Caroline Strasburger
Charles & Sherrill Strauss
Bonnie & Linton Studdiford
Thomas Studwell
John & Krista Sullivan
T. Kevin & Sue Sullivan
Raija Suomela
Marjorie Swain
David & Ann Swanson
Barbara & Mark Swisher
Susan L. Tananbaum
Dana Teboe & Brenda Mower-Teboe
Dennis & Paula Tefft
Sheldon J & Denise Tepler
Wayne G. & Ruth Thibodeau
Scott & Joan Thompson
Susan Thorner
David H. & Maryli Tiemann
Mike & Stephanie Timberlake
Susan Tobey & Prescott Burk
Emelie Tolley
John & Marielynn Towers
Lee Townley
Terry & Sara Townsend
Adelaide & Joe Trafton
William & Belle Traver
David & Tina Treadwell
Austin & Mary Alice Treworgy
Ryan & Danielle Triffitt
Phyllis Truesdell
Barbara Tsonis
Barbara Tucker
Benjamin Tucker & Anastasia Hicks
William J. & Katherine L. Tucker
Willis & Roberta Tucker
Andrew Tufts
Erin & John Tunnicliffe
William C. & Mary Turner
Roger & Kathleen Tuveson
Benjamin & Christine Twining
Dale & Anna Twitchell
John E. & Becky Ungemach
Scott & Julie Upham
Abigail Van Doren & Paul Womer
Bruce & Susan Van Note
William C. Vanderwolk
Derek & Pamela VanVolkenburgh
Peter & Jean Vaughn
Mark & Carol Verhey
Ann Vershbow & Charles Beitz
Richard Verville
Cynthia Visbaras
Rosann E. Wade
Jo Eaton Wagner
Steve Walker & Jackie Sartoris
John M. & Gina Wallace
Matthew Walsh
Melissa Walters & Bob Black
Nancy Wanderer & Susan Sanders
Mary Lee Parker Ward
Long-Time Board Member 
Honored with Espy Award
Tom Settlemire, an active BTLT Board member since
1988, was recognized for his outstanding contribution
to land conservation in Maine with the Espy Land
Heritage Award at the 2016 Maine Land Conference.
Among other things, the award recognized his
innovative thinking about how land trusts can advance
local food economies. Tom has long recognized a
strong link between land conservation goals and active
farms. He was instrumental in conserving Crystal
Spring Farm (CSF) and promoting its return to
commercial farming. A natural innovator, Tom
recognized that, to be a successful land trust project, CSF must benefit not only
its tenant farmer but also other participants in the local food economy. Tom first
envisioned the farmers’ market at CSF—now a thriving local food hub and
model for others. More recently, Tom helped to launch the Merrymeeting Food
Council, a collaboration of stakeholders working to advance a resilient food
system. Tom’s enthusiasm and persuasiveness have inspired BTLT and the
broader community to actively promote conservation and local agriculture
initiatives, with great success. His parting words at the awards ceremony were:
“We must find ways to engage the next generation. Now let’s get back to
work—because we are not done yet!”
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Peter & Hilda Wiley
William & Marilyn Wilkoff
Ann Williams
Robert C. & Ann K. Williams
Judith Wilson
Richard E. Wilson & Cheryl Sleeper
Rob & Fiona Wilson
Louise D. Winninghoff
Joann Withington
Christine Wolff
Sarah  Wolpow & Stephan Bamberger
Thomas & Carolyn Wood
Paul & Cindy Wood
Wesley Wood
Charles & Ria Woodman
Michael & Lucretia Woodruff
Michael D. Wormser
Mark & Rita Worthing
Edward Wright
Tenley Wurglitz
Judith Wylie
Jean Yarbrough & Richard Morgan
John Yates
Leland Yee & Christine Leachman-Yee
Anthony & Barbara Yuodsnukis
David Zamarripa
Victor & Sylvia Zampa
Mary Lou Zeeman
Marc & Sarah Zimman
Steven & Julie Zimmerman
Nancy Zugehoer
Mitch Zuklie
ORGANIZATIONS
ArtVan
Cathance River Education Alliance
Coastal Enterprises, Inc.
Curtis Memorial Library
First Parish Church
Maine Coast Heritage Trust
Maine School Garden Network
Southern Maine Astronomers
St. Mary’s Regional Medical Center
St. Paul’s Episcopal Church
Unitarian Universalist Church
FONDATIONS AND PUBLIC GRANTS
Alfred Senter Fund
Eaton Peabody Foundation
Helen Clay Frick Foundation
Kitchen Gardeners International
Maine Community Foundation
Maine Federation of Farmers’ Markets
Morton-Kelly Charitable Trust
Moser Family Foundation, Inc.
Norcross Wildlife Foundation, Inc.
North American Wetlands Conservation
Act-Small Grant Program
The McCance Foundation Trust
The Merrymeeting Bay Trust
LAND AND EASEMENT DONATIONS 
John Cullen & Natasha Kempers-Cullen
Peter & Cathy Karonis
Robert & Betty Masse
Brian F. O’Connor
Town of Topsham
Two Clarks, LLC.
Donors
We’ve tried our best to ensure the accuracy of this donor list. We
sincerely apologize if there are any errors. If your name is omitted or
listed incorrectly, please call 729-7694 or contact angela@btlt.org.
Thank you!
Sarah G. Ward
Barbara Warner
Daniel & Meg Warren
David & Jane Warren
Harry & Judith Warren
Thomas & Carol Warren
Loraine Washburn
William E. & Frances Weatherbie
David & Susan Webbert
Susan Wegner & John Fischer
Leslie & Prentiss Weiss
Suse Weissman
Carolyn Welch
Jeffery N. & Joyce Welt
Henry W. & Gloria Welzel
Kevin Wertheim & Ann Kibbie
Linda & Don Westfall
Leonard Westra & Beth Thompson
John Whatley
Charles H. & Susan White
Judith White
Dick & Rosemary Whiting
Wayne Whitney & Shelby Patton
F. Mark & Pamela I. Whittaker
David & Lois Widmer
David Wiggin & Diane Schetkty
Tom Wilbur & Catherine Carty-Wilbur
Richard S. & Laurye Wilcox
Mark & Susan Wild
“To me, a gift to the Land Trust is an investment
in the future—an enduring gift that becomes more
valuable as years pass. The Land Trust enriches our
lives in many ways—ensuring in perpetuity the
stunning beauty of midcoast Maine, mitigating the
negative effects of climate change, protecting natural
areas threatened by development, encouraging local
agricultural resources. They also provide accessible,
affordable recreational opportunities in peaceful
surroundings and steward these lands, year after
year, for future generations. Thank you, Brunswick-
Topsham Land Trust.”
Nelia Dunbar, long-time BTLT member, volunteer,
Advisory Board Member, and former Board member
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Leaving a Legacy
For more than 30 years, Brunswick-Topsham Land Trust has protected places that
make our community and landscape extraordinary. By including the Land Trust in
your estate plans, maintaining these extraordinary places for future generations can
become part of your legacy.
Planned gifts come in many different forms. Each gift is an expression of
one person’s desire to have a lasting impact. Every gift – large or small –
makes a difference. We can work with you and your advisors to create your
unique legacy to conservation in our community. If you wish to learn more
or have included a bequest to the Land Trust in your estate plans, please
contact Angela Twitchell at 207-729-7694 or angela@btlt.org.
© PAUL MIRTO
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Statement of Activities 
for the Year Ended 
June 30, 2016
Your donations
continue to
strengthen the
financial capacity of
your land trust. With
nearly $3.7 million in
net assets and a
growing stewardship
endowment, we are
confident in the
organization’s ability
to fulfill its mission,
now and in the future.
SUPPORT, REVENUE, AND GAINS
Contributions $344,823
Donated Land and Easements $431,000
Grants $196,576
Other Revenues $65,318
Total Support, Revenue and Gains $1,037,717
EXPENSES
Programs $633,738
Supporting Services $105,285
Fundraising $83,502
Total Expenses $822,525
CHANGE IN NET ASSETS $215,192
NET ASSETS
Beginning of year $3,470,002
End of year $3,685,194*
* Of this total, approximately $99,000 is permanently
restricted, and $1,065,000 is restricted or designated 
for specific land projects or other purposes.
BREAKDOWN OF PROGRAM EXPENSES
Agricultural Programs $108,448
Education & Outreach $42,014
Land Conservation $380,823
Stewardship $102,533
Total Program Expenses $633,738
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Brunswick-Topsham Land Trust is a nonprofit, tax exempt organization
under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, a publicly supported
organization as defined by Section 170(b) A-6. Contributions are tax
deductible to the extent allowed by law. An independent auditor’s report is
available upon request. Our 990 is also available online at www.btlt.org.
Support, Revenue, and Gains by Category
Totaling $1,038K for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2016
Expenses by Category
Totaling $823K for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2016
Program Expenses by Category
Totaling $634K for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2016
Other 
Revenues 
6.3%
Grants 18.9%
Donated Land and 
Easements 41.5%
Contributions 33.2%
Supporting 
Services 12.8%
Programs 77%
Fundraising 
10.2%
Stewardship 
16.2%
Land Conservation 60.1%
Education and 
Outreach 6.6%
Agricultural 
Programs 17.1%
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